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Abstract. In this paper we have presented integration architecture of user models of different systems for two purposes: (i) to give recommendations for the data warehouse user model and personalization, and (ii) to find out the recommendations for data warehouse model evolution and further development. A general user model has been proposed based on the concept of user describing profiles that represent the interaction between a user and a system and reflect different aspects of their interaction. User characteristics, interaction, temporal, spatial, preferential, and recommendation profiles have been developed. The proposed general user model is employed as a main component of the user profile integration architecture.
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1 Introduction

A user profile is a set of information that describes a user. Attributes of the user profile typically store information about user’s identity, preferences, etc. We can treat the user profile as a simplified user model. The user model at the same time describes user from diverse aspects, e.g. Interaction, Geographical, Demographical, etc., that are considered to be important in the context of a given system. So, different user profiles can be used to collect the information about users and also to develop a comprehensive user model.

User models are utilized for the adaptation of systems [1], for personalized answers to user requests [2]. They are used in different types of systems, e.g. recommender systems, search engines, and others. Also, in the area of information integration, for example, in data warehousing, the personalization aspects are studied [3], [4] and user models can be used for personalization purposes. Some approaches use ontology as a basis for the creation of the user model [5], [6]. Other authors provide architectures to build and apply a user model [7].

Users usually interact and employ different systems available on the Web as well as internal systems of organizations. All these systems might contain different pieces of user information that could be used to gather a comprehensive view about users. There exist works done to integrate distributed publicly available user data, e.g. in the case of Social Web [8]. In this paper we will consider internal systems of the organization and a data warehouse as one of these systems.
The user profile life-cycle consists of three phases: (i) information gathering about the user, (ii) personalization that constructs integrated view of the user (integrated profile), and (iii) usage that provides personalized services to the user based on the user profile [9]. We will concentrate mainly on the first two phases in this paper. The usage possibilities are shown in the motivation section further in this paper.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The 2nd section gives an overview of the method for constructing a user model based on the concepts of user-describing profiles. The 3rd section describes an integrated user profile and its development. The 4th section ends the paper with conclusions and future work.

2 The Method for Construction of the User Model

In our previous work [10] we have introduced a concept of user-describing profiles for data warehouses. These user-describing profiles are meant to be utilized for personalization purposes of data warehouses.

2.1 The Concept of User-Describing Profiles

User-describing profiles form a set of profiles that characterize interactions of the user with a data warehouse system from different viewpoints. We based the definition of the profiles on Zachman Framework concept [11], using the following questions: who, what, how, when, where and why. So, the set of user-describing profiles consists of six different profiles:

- **Preferential** profile represents the expectations of users – what are the interests of the user,
- **User** profile represents users’ basic data, e.g. personal data – who is the user,
- **Spatial** profile represents physical location of the user – where is the user,
- **Temporal** profile represents the time - when does the user interact with the system,
- **Interaction** profile mostly represents the way of interaction – how the interaction is performed, e.g. by means of a particular technical device and by means of a particular program version.
- **Recommendation** profile represents the goals of the interaction – why the user is interested in the particular system; this profile is generated based on other profiles to develop recommendation for the user.

Proposed profiles do not describe the user himself/herself but the whole environment of the interaction between the user and the data warehouse system. User, spatial, temporal, interaction and preferential profiles altogether compose a comprehensive description of the user.

2.2 Steps and Outcomes of Constructing a User Model

Each user-describing profile is based on the collection of comprehensive lists of attributes gathered during literature studies and documenting our practical experience.
Potential sources of attributes are: (i) books about particular type of systems (e.g. data warehousing, see [12]), (ii) standards in the corresponding field (e.g. CWM, see [13]), (iii) scientific and technical papers, (iv) practical experience in case studies, for example, in particular data warehousing projects, and in usage of particular tools and web-services (e.g. [14]).

The attribute set of each profile has been logically split into classes and a class diagram has been developed for each profile. Time profile is one of the constructed profiles; its class diagram is depicted in Figure 1.
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Detailed description of user-describing profile classes is given in [10]. However, for the better understanding of the method and the presented general user model, a short description of user-describing profiles is given.

- **User profile classes:** Role attributes describe system role of the user; Personal contains personal information; Work and Education attributes describe user work and education; Session describes user session characteristics; Activity attributes describe user activity on a certain webpage in a certain period of time; Rights contains attributes that describe user rights for certain objects of the system.

- **Temporal profile classes:** Standard Calendar and Fiscal Calendar are two Calendar types, Time contains non-calendar attributes and attributes that represent date as a number, Time Status contains attributes of yes/no type, Domain Specific attributes are specific for a domain (e.g. semester for education, etc.), Special Period contains attributes that describe certain planned or spontaneous global or local events.

- **Spatial profile has two classes:** Physical Location (attributes that describe person’s physical address) and Location by IP (attributes derivable from user IP-address by means of web-services).

- **Interaction profile classes are Web Access, attributes of which describe operating system, web-browser and Internet connection properties, Functional, attributes of which describe web-browser functional properties and supported applications, and Visual Layout, attributes of which describe visual layout properties in web-browser.**

Each class may be complemented with more attributes, if necessary.

For the construction of preferential and recommendations profiles a different method is used. The preferential profile is a set of attributes from other profiles that is composed by user, while he/she expresses his/her own preferences. Recommendations profile contains sets of preferences that belong to different users.
User-describing profile connections are depicted in Figure 2.

![Connections of user-describing profiles.](image)

One user may have more than one spatial, temporal, interaction, preferential and recommendations profile when he works in different environments. Preferential profile is connected with all other profiles, because of the definition of the profile, but recommendations profile is used to describe offers to the user from other users' preference sets and the choices of the users among them.

### 3 Integrated User Profile

Based on the user-defining profiles described in the previous section, we enhanced this model to get a general user model that represents the needs of more than one system that have their own user profiles. Due to the space limitations, we will analyze in more detail only one component of the general user model – the general and also the integrated user profile. We will consider the case when the user interacts with internal systems of an organization and a data warehouse as one of these systems.

#### 3.1 Motivation

There are two major goals of producing a general user model in the data warehousing field:

- *Improvement and extension of a data warehouse model (developer perspective).*
  
  Gathering user activity in distinct data sources is useful for keeping track of functions executed and data explored by each user. Users may be grouped in a certain way – for instance, by the level of skills of the user, by access rights, by the role of the user, etc. Thus, understanding the common tendencies of different groups of users, it is possible to improve the data warehouse, i.e., to add new data marts to existing ones that would reflect statistical data on various components of data sources, most actively employed by different groups of users.

- *Personalization of the data warehouse reporting tool (user perspective).*
  
  Sometimes a user while browsing data warehouse reports has no notion about what kind of data he/she is able to find in data warehouse reports. Moreover, a user might be unaware of potentially useful report, because, for instance, it has been
created recently and the user hasn’t examined it yet. It is essential to involve personalization in data warehouse reporting tool, i.e., to acquire and process user preferences in order to suggest him/her other reports that might be helpful. As a result, a user will be able to orient in a variety of data warehouse reports, saving time and effort.

3.2 User Model Properties

To develop a general user model we used the structures introduced in our previous work on user profiles [10] as a basis and merged them with some structures of the learner profile [15]. Here we provide a brief description of each structure that is a component of an integrated, general and also extendible user model (see Figure 3).
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The Identification structure includes user’s personal information (e.g. first name, last name, date of birth), demographical information (gender, age group, etc.), contact information (telephone, e-mail, address) and others.

The Affiliation contains user professional attributes (e.g. position, company name, total years of experience, etc.)

The Education class describes the education of the user (e.g. currently student, educational institution, year of graduation, diploma nr., honors, etc.).

The Accessibility describes the user’s ability to interact with the data source or data warehouse environment of the user. This structure consists of such components as the Role attributes of the user, user’s Rights attributes in each data source, and Restrictions (e.g. user’s disabilities or languages chosen). Interaction from the system party (e.g. web-browser functional properties, etc.) is described within the Interaction profile.

The Activity is used for keeping track of either detailed or summarized history of user actions and frequency of use of each system’s components. For example, hit count and time spent on a certain component in a specified period of time, the overall number of sessions, last session start/end time, user’s IP address, the total number of system components accessed, the number of system components accessed relative to
the total number of components available for the user with certain rights, etc. *Skill level* attributes defines user’s experience in working with data sources and data warehouse reporting tool. For instance, it is possible to follow if the user has worked with data sources and how he/she has worked (time, frequency etc.). The *Data Preferences* include user preferences on data in data sources and in DW reporting tool, preferences on reports’ structure, and others.

*Goals*’ attributes are associated with user’s role in each system. Also, monitoring the set of components accessed by the user and capturing the frequency of access we can determine the goals of usage of the system – e.g. business, personal, learning, analytical, data entry, and others.

*System specific* attributes are meant to be used for the extension possibilities of the described general model, when a system with different important attributes that extend the user model is introduced in an organization.

*System user* attributes describe the users’ login information for each particular system.

### 3.3 Integration of User Profiles

Let us consider a situation when one physical person interacts with two different source systems for a data warehouse. Both systems have their own local different user profiles. The Figure 4 shows the integration processes of these two user profiles for the further use, according to the goals described in the motivation section.

![Integration Architecture of User Profiles](image)

**Fig. 4.** Integration architecture of user profiles.

The main steps of the user profile integration process are the following:
- **Mapping definition** – mapping is defined for each particular user model against the general user model. Three different situations can happen: (i) there exist automatically detected corresponding attributes by identical attribute names, (ii) semantically equal attribute exist with different attribute names, and (iii) corresponding attribute can not be found. Last two cases should be processed manually and in the (iii) case the next step is performed.
• User Model extension activity is used to decide which attributes from local user models from the previous step in the (iii) case are essential for the general user model and then the necessary changes are made.
• User data gathering step is performed when all local user profiles are processed, mappings defined and, if necessary, the general user model is extended. According to the mapping information, the data is collected and moved into corresponding integrated general user model.
• Recommendation component of the proposed architecture is used to analyze the gathered information (to identify contradicting user profile data for the same general user model attribute, e.g. different rights on the same type of objects in both systems). Further two activities are performed:
  1. Recommendations for the data warehouse user model are prepared – mostly this is useful, when new data warehouse reports or new data warehouse users are introduced to define access rights. The integrated profile information could be used also for the personalization of the data warehouse system to provide the most appropriate information to the user.
  2. Recommendations for further development of the data warehouse are given, e.g. which new data marts could be most interesting for the user based on the user activity information gathered in the source systems.

4 Conclusions and Future Work

This paper describes the general user model taking one of the user-describing profiles – i.e. user profile – as an example. This component is the most essential in the whole user model, however, other user-describing profiles should be considered as well in the context of integration.

Also, a user profile integration architecture that employs the general user model is proposed and described for an example situation with two data source systems and a data warehouse. The number of the involved systems is not limited, but with more systems involved the manual adjustments in the integration process to solve the integration conflicts could be more often possible. We have not described in this paper the likely conflicts of attribute values of integrated user profiles; different solutions are possible depending on the semantics of the analyzed attribute.

The experimental environment, which is used for the implementation of the general user model development and integration of user profiles, is the university information system, e-learning system and university data warehouse. The evaluation of recommendations about data warehouse model development is the next step of the research to be performed. The data warehouse user model will be utilized as one of the data sources for the ongoing research about data warehouse personalization.
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